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should be no doubt that cornplet isstaes must be resolved
in a period when there is a diminished confidence in

The meaning of the back-to-basics nt«vernent should
be sought in the purposes of education and the opportunities we rnight have for genuine, constructive reform in
the nation's schools and colleges, There are noticeable
signs that 'educational consciousness.' has been raised

public schools. Not only are there suspicions of failure
but there are feelings of frustration. In a "revolution of

rising expectations" we Oct make progress toward
equality of 4:Qess but We may have been misled into
expecting equality of outcomes a societal goal that was

and there may be, for the first time ill many years, a
readiness to deal seriously land meaningfully with what is
taught and !camel under conditions Or formal instTITC-

suencientlY and Which we could ant reach

with the societal efforts Made.
A major premise here is the belief that the back-tobasics movement can be understood best in terns of: (a)
the recluiretnent of minimal cor.ipetency testing in public
'.ghouls by state legulatures, and (b) the current concern
for basic academic copeteneles in general education at

tion.
To appreciate tae circumstances and intensity of the
back-to-basic s rnoement, it would hell) to Understand
the conflicting fore es that have been deminant in educa,
tion over the past quarter century. IFAlucation has under,
gone a period of growth that is unlikely to be duplicated
in the foreseeable future. At the seine time, schools and
colleges have been challenged to resolve for 4 kierno-

the c ollege level. Although the back-to-basics movement
has other facets, the restoration of basic education in the
elemeittary school curriculum is either the result of local
initiation in isolated cases or the effect of state mandated

cratie society one of its most dineult issuesthe divisiveness of cultural pluralism in a racially diverse and

testing under the rubric of ticeetintability. Efforts to establish the three R's as a triviiirin in elementary grades
nglish. math, science, and history as a quadrivium
01141
in the high school have been sporadic and sometimes
fascinating but are unlikely to sweep the country with
fervor.
iti much the same manner, efforts to establish
performance -based curricula in schools or colleges are
indirectly related to the back-to-basics movement.

ethnically conscious society that has taken pride in the
opportunity given its members. Educational reform must
take place, therefore. in the wake of intense efforts to
reconstruct edification for societal purposes, Reform is
needed not only because of growth that was too often
unplanned and'unditecteil but because of the context of
rapid social change in which growth wog place.
Given the i nterfblay of forces that education has been
subjected to i a the pEtst 25 years, the likelihood of reaction should have been evident and reaction was indeed
prognosticated in terms of 'backlash- or -revolts at the
polls." There is disbelief, nonetheless. that a return to a
simpler era or a slower educational pace is Permi-ssible.
Whatever the back to-basits movement might be, it is
something more limo a nostalgic Urge.
This paper eons.iders briefly the forces or pressures
that have pro.doceel a concern for fundamental skills of
literacy and raises a number of related questions about
both our williffigness And our capabilities for dealing with
the issue in a deliberative, systematic Manner. There

Nacre performance or competency-based curricula
pertain to teacher education, the relevance for elemenry and secondary education is obvious, but for the
most part. the concern for performance or competency is
an attempt to deal with Droader, more gerieral,issues in
education. In brief, it is not olerely the decline in literacy
that has produced the concerti with competency-based
education but a host of other dissatisfactions and frustrations. Competency-based education may readily be
one of the ways in which Schools or colleges deal with the
ba.elco-basics issue but professional education is more
likely to be the model than Concepts of a classical education. and connpetencyqnsed education would seem more
directly related to the emphasis placed on outcomes or
results since the raid- sixties,

paper was originally presented at a c
es- at moon Junior College-. November 22..
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MINIMAL COMPETENCIES IN .1DUCATION
The movement toward minimal competency testing
the public sOools is an outgrowth of statewide assessment programs and the public's demand for accountability. Although statewide assessment has a varied history,
it provides a precedent for testing that is initiated and
funded by state agencies, if not controlled by them. Both
federal and state legislation have provided the impetus to

statewide assessment in the 1970s. Federal funds arc
available under the Elementary and secondary Toucanon Act, and with revisions passed by the last Congress.
funds will he available for the improvement of basic skills
pet .1(' Title I I of the Act provides for assistance ut local
and state agencies in the development of statewide plans
for improving achievement in reading, mathematics. ;Ind
written vom tin ication l /lepgyr oh Lb,/ ariun
1978),

Although statewide assessment programs have been
widely adopted. there is no little confusion of purposes
that should he served by such efforts. Some programs
were established in response to a need for statewide
management information systems. improved budgeting
systems, and the assessment of individual cognitive
skills. The inconsistency of objectives is shown in responses that indicated some states wanted to improve
instruction: others wanted to improve gualanceand class
placement: while still others were seeking to help students identify problems and special talents that may
otherwise go unnoticed (EIS. 19711.
The popularity of minimum competency tcstint;i seen

in the rapidity with which a matorit y of states have
mandated minimal standards for promotion or graduation

public schools. At one count, at least 33 states had

adopted some kind of requirement that public school
students take and/or pass some kind of test that would
ensure their competency in basic skills. There appears to
be, at least for the moment, an appreciable consensus

that minimal standards are matters for the separate
states, and there is strong advocacy that as much defer-

ence as possible be shown to local or district needs.
Whatever form minimal competency may take. there
does not seem to be a strong indication that it will he
defined by the federal government. Despite the fact that
the federal government is now more supportive of national testing programs" than at any time since enactment of the National Defense Education Act in 1998.
there is little reason to expect the development of national tests with national standards or criteria for uniform
application across the nation's schools.
While the details of many state programs are still
vague, thwir enforceability in many cases unknown, and
their success or failure yet to be determined, substantial
agreement on the desirability of improving basic skills
can be detected, A majority of the adult population now
believes that high school students should pass a standard
test of minimal competency before receiving a high

school diploma (Gallup, 1978). The general public
further believes that if students fail the test, they should
receive instruction in courses specially designed to help

them and should not merely repeat the test. The test
should not be a national test but should he developed on a

slate or local level and should he hats
requirements that are set with local ut

I

0

needs in

view.
Est ensive efforts are currently underway to develop
or assessment techniques that vvill enable state
nktvilcics. school districts, and concerned parents to de-

teni ne It minimal requirements or standards arc inel.
Educational Testing Service not only is developing tests
for Ille2 :Assess own t of basic skills in reading. writing. and
mathematics but has issued sa set of guidelines for basic
skills assessment. Tests should he used early in the stndent's school career for diagnostic purposes and several
times thereafter to assess progress. Basic skills should
lot he assessed for graduation purposes unless ample
re ivedkii assistance has been offered and students have

had multiple opportunity' to take the test. Mininiuni
scores should be clearly defined, and usage asuch tests

should he based on an understanding that reading, writing. and mathematics are separate but related skills
(1.:fS)". 1977a),

The gist must surely be that if statewide assessment
efforts in the early 1970s were broad-ranging and confused, minimal competency testing in the later years of
Inc decade shows an appreciablo convergence of pur. The language of state legislation has a certain
toughness in its requirement that standards he set and
that students be required to niter these standards. ft is a
definite change front most legislation of the 1950s and
1960s that specified requirements in terms of teaching
loads, course credits, and facilities. The pressure is undoubtedly on schools to provide, in some acceptable
mariner, forms of instruction that will ensure reading and
writing skills in their graduates. It is this particular pressure that gives the hack -to- basics movement its substance :.rra.1 its likelihood of eventualeffeet on cheat lona!
policies and practices. Advocacy of a return to basic
education in a traditional sense will continue to be an
upstream swim and is unlikely to become anything like
the pressure for minimum competency testing.

BASIC ACADEMIC COMPETENCIES
IN EDUCATION
The push for basic academic ompeteneies in higher
education is part of the same picture and can best be seen
in the requirement of systemwide testing at the college

and university level. The University System of Georgia
has required, for several years, reading and writing tests'
for students in the closing quarter of their lower division
work. Failure rates on the test vary appreciably from
college to college, but a close generalization would be
that approximately one-third of the students taking the
tests do not pass them on the first attempt. It has been
observed, however, that those taking the tests a second
time are now more likely to pass than they were in the
first years the tests were required. The policy decision

concerning the reading and writing tests for "rising
juniors- was made in 1969 and was specifically set to
assure other units in the University System that transfer-

ring students possess the basic competence of academic literacy, that is, certain minimum skills of reading
and writing.'

3

other

sores for the clevelornitmt

cation are trying to de al with the prtlhletn tas

elcmie eornpetencies can be seen in the Carnegie Foundation for t he Advancement ot-Teaching's recent recomhe given to die develmendations that; (a) special

be improved by placing greater emphasis on advanced
learning skills, [loth Educational TestingSer-viceaadthe
American College Testing Program (ACT) are develop-

ing measuret; of basic academic competencies that
should l-' expected from general education at the college
level. There is appreciable agreement with the Carnegie
Foundation's assessment orgeileral or liberal education
as -a disaster area.' and many colleges are apparently
seeking ways to strengthen or undergird the general afar-

cation coinhonent of the undergraduate curriculum.
Several eolicRes in Tennessee, for example. are eonducting projects specifically designed to identify -per-

e are. or course, numerous questions that should

he answered, and there will undoubtedly he unanticipated and unintended outcomes. The situation is. by no
IfIC,111S, file ltf ombiguitics, and the attitude or many
teachers and instructors must surely he ambivalent.
Sonic of the Line:lions or issues that are involved may be

ideutitied as follows:

What is the evidence for a decline in literacy'.
I
2, Can everyone in a pluralistic society master com111011 reading. writing. and computational skills? Is
it even desirable that they do so'?
1. Can schools and colleges actually teach re.iding and

writing? i)o school and college faculties hive the
resources, methods, and capabilities to acti.ally do

formance indicator:;'' for basic academic corn peteneies

A cornmendahle effort has been made to define t he
rain mall coninelencies that should he expected or all
college graduates, regardless or their area of specialiAalion. 'this effort is in keeping with the Carnegie Von
lion's contention that while basic skills are the responsibility of el emehtary and secondary schools, colleges and
universities mast assist the public schools in the teaching

of basic skills and roust continue to meet the needs of
students for genera) skills in reading and writing at the
advanced levels usually associated with college
achievement (Eltanscob et al. 1977).
Le crisis
in literacy cau he
Other efrOrts In deal with
;.t,.
hh
seen in the increasing number of colleges and universities that are adopting some kind of performance or
proficiency test that will demonstrate functional or basic
literacy, The various ;Attempts to establish core curricula
or comrtion curricular requirements for undergraduates

usually give particular concern to reading and writing
competen.zies. In all probability. more experimentation
and sytematic study of basic skills is taking place at the
present time than At any time in the nation's history.
In brief, the concern for minimal competency in the
public schools and the attention given basic acadeoic
competencies on college campuses imply a pervasive
belief that the status of literacy in the I 97()s is deplorable.

Skeptics ate frequently heard, and many will argue mat
literacy is not in a state of decline: that the back-to-hasies
movement is a it of wishful thinking for a past that
probably never existed; and that if there is a decline in
reading, writing, and mathematical skills, it will not be

retarded by further testing in school. A different perspective is availableand can be supported. The concern for basic skills of literacy is both healthy and cot,structive. It reflects a continuing belief in education, and
despite the disappointments and frustrations of recent
years, there is an expectation that schools and colleges

will remedy the situation. State legislation for miniinal
competency testing is a direct and fairly clear way of
expressing public expectations for public schools. Testing requirertients and remedial coursework at the college
level a strong indication that a serious issue has been
recognized and that institutions of postsecondary edu-
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opment of bole skills by primary. secondary. anal postsecondary institutions: ail comprehensive e saw, in at ions
be given tc graduating seniors; and (c) general education

I

so?

4. Is there any genuine evidence that colleges can do
what schools have obviously not done'? That is. can
basic skills actually be taught at the college lihfcl
they have not been mastered in 12 years of public
schooling?

other guys tions are easily raised sore in disbelief and
others in a tactical sense: Will not teachers "teach the
lest- and forget about other more important Matters? If
min ma l competencies are defined, will they not then
become the only goals and objectives of education'? Who

is to decide what minimal competencies areand how
they shall be measured'? Does not minimal competency

testing place additional power and/or influence in the
hands of national testing agencies that are already too
dominant in American education'? And lastly, are they
lair?

WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE?
The evidence for a decline in literacy is a mixture of
test results. casual-but-widespread observation. and
numerous-but-indirect inferences. Both test score decline and grade inflation have been much cited as evidence of eroding standards, Critics counter that the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), the best known test of
academic ability, is not actually a test of basic skills and
should be used primarily to predict college grades. What

such critics may ignore is the decline in virtually all
ability and achievement test scores. Decline is not quite
as evident in a few achievement tests, such as science,
but decline is clearly evident in tests purporting to measure vocabulary, reading comprehension, and general
knowledge. Studies of the SAT support the contention
that it has been a constant in a period of rapid change (On

Portlier Exonlintnion, 1977).
The evidence for a decline in writing skills is mostly
observational but nonetheless substantial. There are rea-

sons to believe that the American reading and writing
public has always been a small proportion of the general

population. Census data clearly show an increase in

literacy that is quite remarkable when taken at face
value. Most indices of literacy. however. are pegged to
years of schooling and arc not based on either ohserva-

aspirations and expectations are as important as abilities

and much more of a sociocultural determinant of the
learning that lakes place in school.

don Or measurement or reading and writing per .1e. Com-

parisons with the past must be adjusted for the fact that
years of schooling have definitely increased. Massive. if
not universal, education did become a reality in the last
decade. it is this fact, plus the lack of evidence for any
increase in literacy, that accounts for much of the disappointment. It four years of formal schooling was once
thought to establish basic literacy. it is now unreidist is to
assume that six years is sufficient,
The cause for ckmcen is not whether contemporary,
students read or write as well as theirgrandparentshut
whether they read and write as well as parents. employers, neighbors, tax pavers. and other publics have a right
to expect them to read and write. Cii yen the commitment

that has been made to public education in American
society and given the conditions under which schools
have met the challenge of rapid social change, there
should he little doll hi that somet hing has happened to our
notions of literacy in the past 20 years. Indeed. the most

telling phrase in the SAT panel report is -a decade of
distraction.- Schools have been successful in doing
what they are asked to do: in recent years they have nett
been asked to stress or emphasize reading and writing.

CAN EVERYONE LEARN?
Whether everyone call and should learn to read and
write a common language is not the foolish question it
might appear to he. There is not only the question of
whether the fundamental skills of literacy are beyond the
grasp of .;orne, surely small, segment of the American
population but whether there is a willingness to learn
common skills and knowledge by some groups who fear
the loss of cultural diversity. Black English. bilingual
education. and sortie forms of alternative schooling are
obviously a rejection of standard English as the first
priority of education. There is no contention that certain
students cannot learn standard English. but some -prefer not to,- Since language and culture are so obviously
intertwined, the sociocultural backgrounds of many tit ndents in a pluralistic society pose a severe barrier to then
efforts to learn what might be regarded as common patterns of speaking, reading. and writing. If public schools
have been perceived as a means of cultural assimilation
in the past, there have been definite pressures on schools
not to insist too strongly on common skills, knowledge.
and values in the past 10 or 15 years.
Motivation is a much abused and misunderstood concept in education, but it should have better explanatory

value for understanding the decline in literacy than
human capacities t hat may he too limited for educational

purposes. Failure to master fundamental or basic skills
would not seem the results of inability as much as the
lack of motives, incentives, and other values that may or
may not stem from linguistic or cultural barriers. In many

cases, it may easily be the lack of social support and
reinforcement from family, friends, and community that
determines the extent to which basic skills are learned.
There is much in social learning theory to suggest that

('AN EVERYONE: "I FAt'11?

To inquire seriously about the capabilities of schools
and colleges for instruction in basic skills is to question
the availability of methods. resources. and technology
for the task, Many experiences with compensatory, remedial. or developmental education at the college level
indicate quite strongly that reading, writing, and other

basic skills cannot easily he re-cycled. Students who
have not acquired fundamental skills in 12 years of public

schooling are unlikely candidates for review or re-hash
courses pegged to a 10 or 12 week quarter. An accelerated coverage of concepts and principles that have not
been grasped in the past is unlikely to help students who
have been sectioned or placed in special courses for that
pll rpose.

A primary reason for questioning instructional
capabilities is the fact that few teachers have been
trained or prepared for the task. Education is a profession that has become specialized and advanced just as
oilier professions have. As taught in most universities.
teacher education programs are an amazing array of
specialties and subdisciplines that students enter in pursuit of their own interests and preferences. Certification
_ay state agencies often requires courses that are highly
specialized rather than courses that arc general or common. In other words: most teachers in the public schools
are not prepared to teach reading and writing but English, science, mathematics, or history.
Ambitious attempts at curricular reform in science and

mathematics during the 1960s suggest that it is, by no
means, easy to train and prepare teachers for missionoriented purposes. It would appear much more easy to
develop instructional materials and courses such as was

done in the biological and physical sciences and in
mathematics. Should the back-to-basics movement be-

come an educational mission for which society and
school were willing to gear. it would require not only
resources in the form of materials and equipment but it
would take revisions in the incentive-and-reward systems of most schools and teaching faculties. The current
status of teacher professionalization- or militancy
further suggests that the task will not be easy.
CAN COLLEGES DO BET FER?
'The difficulties of teacher education are compounded
in the preparation of college instructors. Specialization is
far more pronounced and subdisciplines are a particular

function of intellectual interests and needs. 'Teaching
students with "reading and writing difficulties- tends to
be (he lowest rung on academic ladders that are prized
for the lofty ascent they permit. College instructors are
drawn to fundamental courses in reading and writing
either by interests and concerns that their colleagues
may riot understand or by the absence of opportunity to

teach anything eke. Such courses tend to he sufficiently
challenging for three or four years only, and turnover in
personnel is the bane of all instruction at the freshman,

introductory, or -fundamentals- level.
The absence of formal preparation is particularly
noticeable at the college level. Too frequently instructors
are assigned remedial or review courses without teaching competencies that are specially related to the diag-

nosis of learning difficulties. developmental concepts
and procedures. or assessment techniques as such. Suc-

cessful instructors will often spend a great deal of time
re-inventing the wheel or learning through trial-and-error
which approaches and procedures are effective with h students. Too frequently college instructors will find
courses at the remedial and introductory levels in
conflict with their reasons for seeking a teaching position

and a contradiction of what they studied in their own
graduate programs. Perhaps no better example of the
conflict can be given than the perennial clash between
language and literature. Almost without exception.
teaching interests will center on the latter while learning
needs fall in the former.
There is little evidence, then. that colleges can do a
better job of teaching fundamental or basic skills than

public schoolsand a great deal of evidence that reading. writing, and computational skills should be more
thoroughly mastered in the early years of formal schooling. Social promotion policies are only a partial explanation of why one level of education has passed along its
-failures and mistakes- to the next level. Given a society
in which social and economic mobility is so important

and given a social system in which education is the
primary steppingstone in upward mobility, it would have
been impossible to adopt "hard and fast- standards for

student advancement during the past 10 or 15 years.
Colleges and universities have no alternative but to do
the best they can with problems that have been accruing
for quite some time_

OTHER QUESTIONS AND ISSUES
The argument that the test may become the objective
is too thin to worry about. There are definite possibilities
that teachers may emphasize too much the student's

preparation for the testbut if. in doing so, the teacher
actually assists the student in developing basic skills, the
purpose of the test will be served and education should
be improved. The point is that minimal competency tests
must be designed to bring out the kinds of performance
they should help improve. It is highly relevant that in the
development of skills such as reading and writing, students should not only be tested before and after instruc-

tion but frequently in-between.
The possibility that minimal competency tests will
define only the floor and give no help with other standards is a real one. Perhaps it is best to emphasize at all
stages of minimal competency testing that it is only a
beginning and must necessarily define standards of performance to which later standards and expectations can
be lied. With success in meeting minimal competencies,
both students and teachers would be expected to "raise

rs explained by social learning
theory. Otherwise. it is difficult to buy the argument that
because society now expects students to meet minimal
competency standards, teachers will teach only minimal
competencies and nothing else.
The question of who is to decide minimal competen-

their sights.'' This,

cies is, perhaps, the most difficult of all, Sonic of us
would like to respond that minimn1 competencies should
be defined by professional teachers and educators and
should be based on careful, systematic study of student
capabilities and societal expectations. Given the political
context in which educational decisions are increasingly
made, however, it is wise to recognize the pressures for
participatory democracy and to provide for representative deliberation as a means of formulating public policy.
In short, minimal competencies in education must have
"political validity'' as well as educational relevance and
value. It will he necessary to define minimal competencies in a deliberative process that is acceptable to all
affected by the outcome.
The problems of measurement will most likely he intensified before they are solved. For the moment, advo-

cates of both criterion referenced testing and normreferenced testing can be heard in full insistence that the

other is wrong. It will help both groups of advocates if
they remember that the American public is uninterested
in the technical merits of tests and is demanding, at least

for the moment, useful results. It will also help if they
remember that whatever shape or form minimal competency testing might take, it must meet certain expectations of rational development and use. To be acceptable,

to have ''political validity." tests roust serve rational,
logical. or fairly direct purposes and must be recogniza-

ble as measures of the basic skills actually taught in
school.
The increasing influence of national testing agencies

must he dealt with in the same way that "unwanted
bigness" is countered in other areas of education. National testing agencies are influential because they have
professional and technical resources that are desired by
educational consumers and users. State agencies can
seldom duplicate or match the expertise that is so readily

purchased from testing organizations. Some colleges and
universities may well have the resources, facilities, and
personnel to develop such tests as they may need. but
few schools or local school districts are likely to have

such. All things considered, it is most unlikely that
minimal competency tests can be developed in such a
way as to carry either the prestige or the influence of the
SAT. Minimal competency tests rust be far more utilitarian, and it is most unlikely that any testing agency can
corner the market.
The final question of fairness is one that deserves full
consideration. It is the basis of litigation over competency testing in Florida and will become even more of a
central question as other states implement legislative
mandates for minimal competency testing. There is no
doubt that paper-and-pencil tests continue to reveal racial and ethnic group differences that are unwanted. And
there is nothing in minimal competency testing or measures of basic academic competencies that gives immunity from charges of bias.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
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preparation for the quality of instruction that level provides, Neither graduate nor professional education is
immune to complaints that students cannot read or
writeand each lower level passes the complaint along.
At a time when the American public has been convinced that it was raising educational standards and
,d1 who would seek its
making education
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benefits, there has been, many critics believe, a continuous erosion of those competencies or skills most firmly
believed to make further education possible. To some it
has become a paradox of unbelievable dimensionsand
to others it has become the shame of American educa-
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tion, fulfilling the age-old prophecy that when you give
something away, no one appreciates it.
The challenge to schools and colleges is to define or
refurbish a workable concept of functional literacy in a
democratic society with many pluralistic features Standards must be set that are realistic, acceptable, and

usefuland such standards must be reconciled with
concepts of fairness that have been, in recent years,
particularly strong. Time must be taken to develop a
suitable philosophy or theory of teaching and learning
that will permit and encourage the mastery of basic literary competencies. A confusion of purposes and means
must be lessenedand there must be an increased wil-
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lingness to work with the problem even though someone
else is responsible for it, There is nothing in the national
experience of the past two decades to suggest that the
challenge can be easily met. At the same time, there is no
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"hard and fast" evidence that it can't be met.
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